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We are going on a journey. It’s a journey of the mind, and of the spirit...a journey into samsara...bliss. As

incense fills the air you find yourself drifting off  into a deep slumber. Your eyelids grow heavy as day turns

into twilight, and evening fills the air. You begin to dream as the real world fades into the distance and the veil

of darkness lifts to reveal a glorious and wondrous place you’ve never seen before. You are startled at first,

and then gaze upon this new place like a child with their favorite toy. You hear a sound in the distance...

chanting, drumming, flutes, tamboura, sitar...you are slowly transformed. You imagine yourself sitting on a

lotus blossom hovering over the sacred waters of a distant and long forgotten sea. You are Tara, goddess

mother, embodiment of compassion. You have appeared from the Akasa, aether, space...Arupa to

Rupa...formless to form. Kali, keeper of time, has sent you on  this journey through the cosmic ripples of

dimensional space. You have appeared out of the wisdom of the ages to speak Satya...truth...to all who will

open their hearts, minds, and spirits. There is a tranquil yet warm feeling in the air...one of peace, beauty and

cosmic oneness. Do you feel it? It is the place we all seek...contentment, fulfillment, happiness, and love.

Experience Tara...hear the wisdom...know the truth.
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Promotional Overview:

Web based through Soul Catcher Music’s website
at www.soulcatchermusic.com, MP3.com,
Vitaminic.com and other music web outlets, services
and resources. Soul Catcher Music products are
also promoted and sold at various fairs and festivals.
A current list of events is available at
www.soulcatchermusic.com.

Current Availability:

Credit card orders through Amazon.com. Checks
and money orders in US funds can be sent to Soul
Catcher Music at the address listed below.  Also
available at fairs and festivals where Soul Catcher
Music is a participant.

TITLE: Tara

ARTIST: Gregory

LABEL: Soul Catcher Music

PRODUCER: Gregory

INSTRUMENTATION: Synthesizers, Drum,
Droning Voice

Tara reflects the essence of eastern influences utilizing electronic textures and sound reminiscent of cultural and
traditional music.  The compositions are improvisatory in nature and lengthy, allowing for an uninterrupted
meditative and relaxational experience.  Western ears classify this music as World, Ambient, New Age, and
Electronic. Samsara maintains a mesmerizing quality with its unique synth texture, simple drum, and snake-
music quality. Tara manifests  a melodic presence over a traditional sounding Indian tamboura and drum drone.
Akasa is pure ambience with only a hint of melody occasionally piercing the sonic vale.  Arupa is best de-
scribed by its Sanskrit definition meaning “formless”, and Go Quietly has a southwestern influence with its
haunting synth texture, native drum, thunder, and distant howling of coyotes.
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       Tara Track Listings:

1. Tara 12:52

2. Samsara 13:55

3. Akasa 15:29

4. Arupa 8:50

5. Go Quietly 10:43

Total Running Length: 61:54

Please file in New Age, Ambient,
Relaxation, or Meditation under Gregory
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